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The Turkish people have to decide what's best for their country. The majority of the people are Muslims, 
so you might think that it would be best that if the Hagia (pronounced as Ayah) Sophia museum has to be 
turned into a church or a Masjid that it should become a Masjid because the majority of the people are 
Muslims and may need more prayer space, but that's not the case.  
 
Turkey is laden with amazing Masjids and great Masjids such as the Blue Masjid (Mosque). We know that 
in the western world countless churches are empty because people are not going to church, and the Masjids 
are packed everywhere in the Western world. However, we are in a different time and age, and we want 
peace, and we want to move into the future as ONE HUMANITY.  
 
This building has both Christian and Islamic printing on it. Therefore why not have Christians use this 
building on Sundays and Muslims use it during the week and on Saturdays because in this world and in 
places like where I live in, you will see the Masjids packed and people are going to the Masjids everyday. 
But that may not work because of the cost of covering prints and images and taking turns using the 
building.  
 
My solution is for the next 5 years is to have this building FIRST as a complete Christian church since this 
building was first a Christian church, and then the next 5 years as a Muslim Masjid, and going into the 
future divide the building into two halves; one half for Christians and the other half for Muslims. If 5 years 
is too long of period then try one, two or three years or to make longer then try six or seven years etc…as 
there are costs involved in this. However, to move forwards IN PEACE AND AS ONE HUMANITY, we 
must work together to make sure everyone needs are met. SO LETS SHARE AND LETS DO WHAT’S 
RIGHT FOR ALL OF HUMANITY and DO NOT MAKE THIS A POLITICAL DECISION NOW OR 
HAVE POLITICS INVOLVED IN THE FUTURE. LET’S WORK FOR ALL OF HUMANITY. LET 
THIS BE A START. 
 
 
Ref: History of Hagia Sophia (ft. Hikma History) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h_VXUB_XhUE 
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